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Background
With a noticeable generational shift in awareness of societal and environmental issues, businesses
are increasingly being scrutinised for the part they play. Businesses' previous purposes were
solely aligned around shareholder returns, however, in this new world, responsible businesses
with mindful staff want to make a meaningful positive impact.

Impression is no different. We at Impression have a mission to push boundaries together with our
clients, our people and our communities. We strive to be transparent and we take responsibility
and accountability for our actions. We want to tread lightly on the earth, leaving no lasting impact
from our movements, and want also to contribute a positive difference to a number of societal
issues.

In November 2022, we became a Certified B Corporation®, joining a growing group of companies
reinventing business by pursuing purpose as well as profit. We have been certified by B Lab, the
not-for-profit behind the B Corp movement, as having met rigorous social and environmental
standards.

The B Corp™ certification addresses the entirety of a business’ operations and covers five key
impact areas of Governance, Workers, Community, Environment and Customers. The certification
process is rigorous, with applicants required to reach a benchmark score of over 80 while
providing evidence of socially and environmentally responsible practices relating to energy
supplies, waste and water use, worker compensation, diversity and corporate transparency.

The UK community represents a broad cross-section of industries and sizes, comprising over 950
companies including well-known brands such as The Guardian, innocent, Patagonia and The
Body Shop. We are incredibly proud to stand alongside such a reputable lineup of value-driven
companies.

You can read more about the certification here.

We have always been determined to do business differently and that’s why one of our core values
is ‘Business for Good’. B-Corp™ looked like an excellent way for us to demonstrate our
commitment to this value whilst joining a global community of like-minded businesses that meet
high standards of social and environmental impact.

In our industry, there aren’t many third-party certifications to demonstrate how we are performing
as a business outside of the marketing results that we achieve for our clients. This was another
factor that we found particularly appealing about the certification.

Certifying as a B Corp™ recognises what we’ve been working so hard to achieve. It is a symbol of
the type of workforce we want to be, and we hope to inspire others to build a business that brings
benefit to all.

Since 2020, we’ve been a climate-friendly agency, funding tree-planting initiatives and funding
carbon offsetting initiatives through Ecologi. However, there were some additional factors to
consider around our environmental impact. We’ve always prioritised buying local, greener options
but now, with a more formalised local purchasing policy in place, we’re doing this even more.
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We acknowledge that as an agency, there isn’t a huge amount of meaningful impact that we can
have on our environment. We don’t generate a lot of waste or use a lot of energy and our hybrid
way of working has naturally reduced our carbon footprint.

Where we believe that we can make the most impact is through selectively choosing the types of
brands we work with. We seek to partner with those whose values align with ours and B Corp™
has helped us shape our client portfolio whilst adding even more rigour to our prospect
qualification process.

In addition to our environmental commitments, we’ve made various enhancements to our
Employee Value Proposition. Notable improvements include our extensive leave policies, hybrid
working arrangement, menopause policy and access to private medical insurance. Our benefits
package has been designed to help our people look after their health and well-being, make the
most of their finances and enjoy their time outside of work.

B Corp Certification does not mean that we are perfect, nor that we have achieved the highest
impact. It does show that we are part of a global community of businesses working collectively for
economic systems change, and in order to stay committed to this work, we must meet rising
standards for social and environmental performance. For us, this process is a journey of
improvement, self-awareness and discovery.

Since the beginning, we’ve been lucky to employ a workforce of passionate individuals who have
voluntarily taken on responsibility for areas such as CSR, DE&I and well-being. Taking a more
formal approach, we introduced an internal Impact Team, responsible for guiding the business on
each core impact area, informing decision-making and prioritisation.

We will not rest on our laurels – we will regularly review and evolve the way we work to address
and respond to the critical challenges our society is facing.

It’s our hope that through our investment we’ll create long-term sustained growth and value
creation for all stakeholders, beyond our shareholders.

About this report
This is Impression’s third annual Impact Report, covering the reporting period of our 2021/22
financial year. This report has been prepared by the directors of Impression to outline the impact
the business has had this past year. We’ve reported on the two main categories of impact which
we are measuring: social issues and environmental issues.

Impact performance 2021/22
Looking for ways in which we can create a positive impact on our society and our environment is
a real team effort. Across Impression, we are lucky to employ a passionate workforce who are
motivated to find ways to give back and support causes that we really care about. Although last
year we were still readjusting to a new way of working due to the aftermath of the pandemic,
we’re really proud to have still been able to support a variety of initiatives that have created a
positive impact for our employees, our community and the environment.
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To determine what initiatives we should focus on, Impression carries out regular surveys to all
staff, and also occasionally carries out focus groups on topics such as our benefits offering and
wellbeing initiatives. To inform our decisions, we take into account all available recent surveys at
the time as well as industry insight and research and discussions among our management team.

The below section highlights the initiatives Impression has been committed to working on and
how the business has performed against these over the 12 month period ending 30 November
2022.

Social Issues

Our People
Our people are the most important part of Impression and without them, we wouldn’t be where
we are today. We take various steps to ensure that we continually engage and retain our people
including the review of staff benefits and overall package and regularly evolving staff working
practices.

To reinforce our commitments to our people and to equal opportunities, we measure a number of
KPIs which are inline with the B Corporation’s monitoring of Worker Impact. Some of the
important KPIs we measure are:

Employee attrition rate: 7.2%
This is calculated as the number of leavers divided by average headcount over the 12 month
period. We had 8 FTE leavers and our average headcount was 85 through this period. We
recognise that we are in a stage of growth moving from a “village” to a “town”, whereby naturally,
people may want to spread their wings and take the skills they’ve developed in a smaller business
to a larger one. The majority of our leavers in this period have moved on to new opportunities in
bigger businesses. According to the ONS, Information and communication workers attrition rate is
as high as 30%. Monster Jobs puts this at 15%. In any case, Impression has a below average
staff attrition rate which we’re really proud of!

31% of leadership employees identifying as female:
We’re calculating this number based on our Management Team headcount, of which as of
November 2022 of 5 of the 16 members identified as female.

43% of manager employees identifying as female:
We’re calculating this number based on line management responsibilities across the business,
which as of November 2022 was 18 of our 42 line managers.

# employee engagement surveys ran: 6
In 2022, Impression ran 5 engagement surveys. These covered invisible conditions, men's mental
health, women's health, wellbeing at Impression, Great Place to Work and Flexa.

77% of employees who have had a pay rise or promotion this year:
71 employees were successful in achieving a pay rise or promotion in this period.
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Mental and emotional wellbeing
In September 2021, we set up an Impact Team, which is a group of volunteers from across the
business who are focused on three pillars: Sustainability, Diversity and Inclusion and Health and
Wellbeing. We wanted to have an intentional plan with key initiatives being driven by individuals
across the business and relating to things our people felt they wanted to see.

The initiatives officially launched in March 2022 with the key Mental Health initiatives including:
Men's Mental Health Focus, Women's Health Focus, Banter in the workplace training, MHFA
training, ‘Impression Sessions’ on Domestic Abuse, Financial Wellbeing, Women's Health,
Depression & Suicide. We have also organised a team walk and a picnic with formal groups
added for sports outside of work.

The use of HelloSelf, an online therapy platform, has seen regular use across the business, with
many team members accessing this service and has received really positive feedback from the
team. We identified on occasion further therapy may be required following the sessions with
HelloSelf. Impression introduced a scheme to pay back 50% of therapy sessions for employees
up to a maximum of 6 sessions when referred for specialist help from HelloSelf.

In November 2022, we arranged a two-day training session with Mental Health First Aid England,
where 16 of our employees trained to become Mental Health First Aid champions. The Mental
Health First Aid Champions are now trained and qualified to spot any employee signs of mental
distress and signpost staff accordingly to the relevant support. We have the Mental Health First
Aid champions clearly identified on our internal Intranet.

Employment benefits

An important category to monitor and reflect on. Through the 2021/22 year we planned a number
of changes based on the feedback from our focus groups and from looking at market data and
insights. In 2022, we increased our holiday allowance from 25 days to 28 days, increased our
social budgets and introduced additional mental health support. Following our focus groups, we
now have plans to introduce a pension salary sacrifice scheme in 2023 and to trial a 4.5 day
working week for six months.

We have introduced these benefits alongside the other benefits we had already, and we will
continue to review these.

Evolving working practices

We recognised that the world of work has changed, and in August 2021, we launched our Ways of
Working charter. We moved to a hybrid working environment in 2021, but rather than mandate the
amount of days people are needed in the office, we have led with the approach that we trust
people to manage their diary and work in an environment that suits the task. For example, for
client meetings, team meetings, 1-2-1s and company updates, these are typically in person
events. If someone has a day of calls, they can take these from home. This allows people to be
empowered to make their own decisions about how best to work. This continues to work well and
is well received in 2022.
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We have also continued to evolve our Continuous Performance Management Framework, which
creates complete equality across roles of the same level at Impression. This means that decisions
about an individual’s career with us are based purely on skills, talent and performance, and no
other factor. We are transparent about our salary bands and share this information both internally
and externally.

We also undertook an office refurbishment of our Nottingham office in October 2021. We made
changes to the environment to consider inclusion for everyone, including adjustable height desks
and a breast/chest feeding private area, as well as a private area for prayer.

Diversity and Inclusion

As mentioned previously, in August 2021, we set up an Impact Team, which is a group of
volunteers from across the business who are focused on three pillars: Sustainability, Diversity and
Inclusion and Health and Wellbeing.

The Diversity and Inclusion sub group began the majority of their activities in March 2022.
However, we have still continued to make improvements. In the beginning of 2022, we undertook
a project to update all of our policy documents. We worked with external legal counsel to ensure
that these policies were inclusive, including things like a menopause policy and using language
such as “Pregnant Parent” and “Non Pregnant Parent”. These updated policies were launched in
the business in March 2022.

We have also ensured that all of our job adverts in our recruitment process are put through a
platform that analyses job adverts and descriptions to make sure the language used is inclusive
and equitable.

Our People Director was a guest speaker at a Your D&I’s event, which Impression subsequently
hosted, discussing the changes Impression has been making in 2021 and 2022.

In October 2021 we took part in a Digital Marketing Academy in conjunction with the University of
Nottingham and Nottingham Trent University. This involved encouraging people from a broad range
of backgrounds and raising the profile of careers available in digital at University Level.

Charitable Giving

Donations
Each year Impression engages in charitable actions with cash donations contributing towards this
activity. We carry out company-wide surveys to gain insight into charities close to our employees’
hearts, helping us to align our team values with our charitable donations and impact efforts. In
2021/22, we donated to charities on both a local and national level and also sponsored various
initiatives that supported inclusion.
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Our annual target expenditure for monetary charitable donations was 0.1% of sales revenue for
the 2021/22 year. Our efforts to achieve this target were as follows:

Charity / Organisation Amount Donated Type

Save the Children £1000.00 National charity

Shelter £1000.00 National charity

Mind £350.00 National Charity

Broxtowe Women’s Project £338.90 Local Charity

Ecologi £4722.00 National Charity

Environmental Issues

Our Carbon Footprint

Creating a positive impact on the environment and our planet has been one of Impression’s
long-standing aspirations, a difference we have been really determined to make. In 2020 we set
out to calculate our carbon emissions so that we could offset and sequester the equivalent in
carbon to make the company carbon neutral. We quickly learned that for an SME to do this in a
robust manner, it would be quite challenging -- and perhaps still not fully correct.

Continuing our research, we came across a far better solution than us calculating our carbon
footprint ourselves. We became aware of Ecologi, a business that makes buying carbon
certificates and tree planting simpler, and easier to talk about. They work with reputable
reforestation partners with robust annual reporting and auditing, and purchase carbon certificates
only from Gold Standard accredited schemes, so we know our donations are going to only good
causes around the world.

Ecologi

The Ecologi model was different to our original plan, in that through Ecologi’s methods the
calculations cover the carbon emissions created by our employees’ entire lives including work and
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home (based on UK averages) — plus a 15% overage. This is why we can now proudly say we
have a ‘climate positive’ workforce!

Based on our line of work versus the UK average, we’re confident this only makes us more of a
carbon-negative business!

Offsetting is one thing, but having a true commitment to reducing our overall carbon footprint is
another. This was and still is a key element in our ongoing work to become a more impactful
business in the months and years to come.

Ecologi proved to be an excellent solution for us in that we were actually able to back-date our
donations to include the whole of 2019, too. So far, since subscribing to Ecologi, we’ve planted
circa 22,000 trees (as of 30 November 2022) and we’ve helped to remove 1,000 tonnes of CO2
from the atmosphere by supporting numerous carbon projects each month.

Business travel
As we are operating in a hybrid working model, we travel for purpose and not presence.
Therefore, we’ve seen our travel spend remain within the allocated budget in 2021/22. We
introduced a new travel booking system called ArrangeMy, which looks for the most cost effective
and environmentally friendly travel solutions, when our people are booking travel.

Reflections and next steps
The business has seen high growth again through the 2021/22 year and with this, we have made
steps to centralise our Impact efforts with the aim to have clear objectives and deliverables, driven
by a team who are committed to ensuring our ambitions are realised.

Throughout 2022/23, we will see the initiatives that have been planned come to life, and we are
excited to see the impact of these on our organisation. We will also continue to reflect, gather
feedback and work on our areas of improvement.

We’ve set ourselves a number of goals and numerical targets across a number of impact
measures, and we look forward to becoming a better, more impactful, diverse, and inclusive
organisation as we continue to improve in these areas.

The B Corporation framework gives a numerical score, at the time of writing is 84.4. This is based
on a minimum threshold of 80, and a maximum score of 200. We look forward to increasing this
score over the coming years.
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